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Television is a dominant source of news today, wielding an enormous influence over many aspects of our life. We analyze the closed captions of newscasts, which are provided by the news networks themselves. By using these streams of text, we study how to characterize each news network, each person-type named entity mentioned in the news (newsmaker), and the relationship between news networks and newsmakers (e.g., the biases of networks in the coverage of news related to a person).

We propose a pipeline of tools to process the input stream of data. Our pipeline filters out non-news programs, segments the captions into sentences, detects named entities (specifically people), applies a part-of-speech tagger to find words and qualifiers used together with each entity, and labels automatically each sentence with an overall sentiment score. These tools extract a set of measurable dimensions from the text, which we employ to characterize news providers, newsmakers, and framing in their coverage.

Data and tools. We use closed captions provided by a software company that develops second-screen experiences, i.e., applications that display extra information about a TV show on a smartphone or tablet. Our dataset consist of all the closed captions from January 2012 to June 2012 for about 140 channels. Each channel is mapped to the conventional name of its network; for some networks we have data from the East Coast and West Coast of the US, and denote them as, e.g., ABC-w and ABC-e. The three major news networks according to the number of self-declared regular viewers are Fox News (21%), CNN (16%) and MSNBC (11%).

We obtain in advance a television schedule with the title of each program, the channel on which it will be aired, the beginning and ending times, and a category and sub-category. We consider all the programs of type newscast, and four sub-categories: general news, sports news, entertainment news and business news. Given that one channel may have more than one type of program, we define a news provider as a combination of network and genre, e.g., Fox Business[gen] and Fox Business[biz].

We match the processed captions to recent news stories, which are obtained from a major online news aggregator. Captions are matched in the same genre, e.g., sentences in sports are matched to online news in the sports section of the news aggregator. News in the website that are older than three days are ignored. More details in [1].

Style. We use part-of-speech and dependency tags to analyze the differences in style among providers. We represent each provider as a distribution over linguistic categories (e.g., number of verbs, number of adjectives), and apply hierarchical agglomerative clustering with euclidean distance to this representation. Figure [1] shows the resulting clustering of the top-30 providers with most mentions.

The clustering presents three clear super-groups: sports news on the left, entertainment news in the middle, and general and business news on the right. Thus, while business providers share their vocabulary with sports providers, their style is closer to general providers. Fox News and MSNBC are often considered antagonistic organizations with polarizing conservative and liberal views. However, from the perspective of style they are similar, and also similar to CNN. Therefore, the three most popular networks are similar both in their vocabulary and style. One outlier is PBS, essentially a public broadcaster whose style is quite different from the major networks. Finally, both KRON...
and NBC (which are affiliates and share several programs) show stylistic similarities to entertainment providers even when broadcasting general news.

**Coverage.** A provider covers a story if it has at least one matching for it. When measuring coverage, we have to consider that some news stories are more prominent than others. We denote by prominence the fraction of providers of a given genre that covers a story, so a story has prominence 1.0 if it is covered by all the providers of a genre.

Figure 2 shows coverage on general news from the point of view of the distribution across different levels of prominence. The distribution is clearly bimodal, with the first mode around 3, and the second one around 14. Most news are covered by just a handful of providers, while a few manage to catch the attention of many providers.

Fox Business has a large share of unique stories, probably due to the introduction of more niche stories from the business domain, even in their general news programs. In addition, a person watching NBC, KRON, and to some extent CNN Headlines has a relatively higher chance to be exposed to news that are not shown by many other providers.

**Newsmakers by profession.** The named entity tagger we use resolves entities to Wikipedia pages [12], thus allowing us to obtain more information about people from those pages. We scrape data from Wikipedia infoboxes to categorize newsmakers according to professional areas and activities. The five most prominent professions in the news are basketball player, football player, Republican Party politician, Democratic Party politician, and musician. The rest of the list is dominated by other sportspeople, artists, and entertainers. The relative prominence of different sports probably varies during the year: our observation period covers the key games of the basketball and football season, but only the initial part of the baseball season. Further down the list, businesspeople appear at the 11th place, journalists at the 14th place, and government officials at position 19.

**Tensor decomposition.** We further explore the stylistic relationship between newsmakers and news providers via a multi-way analysis of the principal components extracted from newsmaker-tag-provider triads. Figure 3 shows the result of projecting a three-way interaction model on two dimensions while fixing the linguistic tags.

The first component neatly separates football from basketball players, which are the two most prominent professionals in our dataset. The sport-specific providers NBA[spt] and NFL[spt] appear near the axes, as naturally they cover more in depth their main sport. Generalist sports news providers such as ESPN News[spt] and ESN2[spt] appear towards the top-right corner, while ESPN News[spt] seems to have a slight bias towards basketball.

The second component clearly separates sportspeople from politicians (the second most mentioned area in our dataset), together with the providers that mention each the most.

**Athletes, politicians, or entertainers?** Sportspeople in general are often in the news for their off-field behavior more than their performance on the field. Other times, the media focuses their attention on them in a way that emphasizes their celebrity status as a media figure over their professional accomplishments. In Figure 1(a) we display the number of mentions in sports stories vs the number of mentions in general and entertainment news stories for the most mentioned sportspeople. Those above the diagonal are mentioned more in entertainment and general stories than other equally-famous people in sports news.

We draw a similar graph for politicians in Figure 1(b) Arnold Schwarzenegger, Donald Trump, John F. Kennedy, Sarah Palin, and to some extent Hillary Clinton have a relatively strong presence in entertainment news. We note that California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger still has a career as an actor, Donald Trump appeared in a reality show, and Sarah Palin was a former beauty pageant.
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